**EXTERNAL ANATOMY**

- **Nare**: let trout smell in the water
- **Lateral Line**: helps in balance and orientation
- **Dorsal Fin**: moves trout forward
- **Anal Fin**: helps in balance and orientation
- **Adipose Fin**: aids in balance and orientation
- **Caudal Fin**: moves trout forward
- **Pelvic Fins (paired)**: helps in balance and orientation
- **Pectoral Fins (paired)**: helps in balance and orientation
- **Mouth**: let trout eat and breathe
- **Eyes**: let trout see
- **Gills (with gill cover)**: extract oxygen from water
- **Scales**: give trout protective covering

- **Fins**: help trout turn and balance
**EXTERNAL ANATOMY**

- Fins: help trout turn and balance
- Caudal Fin: moves trout forward
- Eyes: let trout see
- Scales: give trout protective covering
- Nare: let trout smell in the water
- Mouth: let trout eat and breathe
- Gill: extract oxygen from water